VIVO Scholar Task Force

The VIVO Scholar Task Force has created a new, optional user interface for VIVO, called VIVO Scholar. VIVO Scholar will work with VIVO implementations at version 1.10 and above. Check out the live [VIVO Scholar demo](#) and the [VSTF Test VIVO](#) that furnishes sample data.

Questions or comments? Get in touch on the [#vivo-scholar](#) Slack channel or contact anyone on the VIVO Scholar Task force.

### Announcing VIVO Scholar Beta

- Quick summary
- Frequently asked questions (FAQ's)
- Comparison summary
- Installing VIVO Scholar
- VIVO Scholar README in GitHub
- Scholars Discovery README in GitHub

### VIVO Scholar Task Force Objectives and Members

### Archive of task force documents

- Background
- Deliverables
- Architectural diagram
- Goals and benefits
- Functional requirements for the VIVO Scholar user interface
- Data Specification v1.0
- Schedule and milestones
- Mockups
- Town hall meetings
- Explore our sprints on Github